
Introduction to 
Extemp



Goals for this session

1. Understand basic UIL rules of extemp
2. Discuss differences between informative & 

persuasive speaking
3. Go over different filing methods 
4. Basic Speech organization 
5. Listen to examples
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What is Extemp? 
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Simple Answer

Extemporaneous speaking is an event where 
students have 30 minutes to prepare a speech 
over a current news event and then go deliver to a 
judge in a prescribed time limit, 7 minutes, that 
will be ranked against the other competitors 
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Extemp Categories 

Informative
▰ Present information without taking a side
▰ Topics require speakers to compile informative 

points that are designed to leave the audience 
more knowledgeable about the topic. 

▰ Example Topics: 
▻ What is the latest news in the college admission 

scandal?
▻ How is President Trump’s trade war with China 

impacting the U.S. economy?
▻ What steps can Germany take to strengthen its 

shrinking economy?

Persuasive
▰ Take a stance on a given topic
▰ Topics require speakers to prepare and 

deliver an argument to the audience. The goal 
is to persuade the audience

▰ Example topics
▻ Is a bachelor degree worth the loan debt 

incurred by college students?
▻ Is Iran guilty of attacking Saudi oil facilities?
▻ Can Boris Johnson’s government survive a 

no-deal Brexit?
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**Remember topics are from current events not history or personal opinion. These topics 
can cover Texas, US, or World events



Where to find Example Topics

1. https://www.uiltexas.org/speech/extemp
a. Released every month in the fall, after invitationals, districts, 

region and state
2. http://speechgeek.com/extemp/tag/extemp-topics/
3. https://www.nfhs.org/sports-resource-content/1-september-2019-ex

temp-topics/
● Only UIL divides topics informative/persausive others divide 

domestic/foreign
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https://www.uiltexas.org/speech/extemp
http://speechgeek.com/extemp/tag/extemp-topics/
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Rules and 
Procedures



Contest Rules

▰ 6-8 speakers per section
▰ Preliminary rounds with the requisite number of speakers advancing 

to whichever level of elimination rounds that tournament size 
dictates 

▰ UIL district, region, and state all will have 1 prelim round and 1 final 
round. 
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The prep room AKA “extemp draw” 

▰ Room at the tournament where speakers will gather to draw 
topics, prepare, and practice their speeches

▰ Typically a roll call will happen before draw starts
▰ Typically informative and persuasive draws are held at the same 

time, but not always. 
▰ All other speakers will draw at 7-10 minute intervals (tournament 

choice). 
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Drawing/Selecting a topic

▰ Student will draw in accordance with their speaker number, unless instructed otherwise by 
the prep room monitor. 

▰ Student will select from their section envelope 
▰ Student will select 5 topics without looking. They do not get to replace topics they do not like. 
▰ Students will select one topic and then follow the particular draw rooms procedures before 

returning to their prep area and beginning their preparation.
▰ Students preparation time starts the moment they draw the topic
▰ Topic selection advice

▻ Pick what you know about
▻ Pick what you have files on 
▻ Pick what is interesting to you
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The Extemp Speech



Preparing the speech

1. Find files and materials
2. Plan an outline-- don’t write a speech word for word. 
3. Save time to stand up and practice- time your speech in the 

prep room.
a. Beginning extempers: 5-10 minutes
b. Advanced extempers: 15 minutes

4. Students can plan speeches on a single 3X5 index card to 
leave the room with or a legal pad/piece of paper that will 
stay in the prep room. Only the 3X5 card and the topic slip 
can leave the room with the speaker 
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Resource Guidelines

Allowed in prep room

▰ Paper files
▰ Digital files-- saved as a PDF or using 

approved filing system with full URL 
▰ Quotation books
▰ History books
▰ Source material books (CIA World 

factbook; atlas) 

Not allowed in prep room

▰ Assistance from others
▰ Internet access
▰ Pre-prepared speeches
▰ Old outlines
▰ Blank outlines
▰ Debate briefs/evidence
▰ Any other type of pre-prepared 

materials
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UIL Handbook here: https://www.uiltexas.org/files/academics/2019-20ExtempV2.pdf

https://www.uiltexas.org/files/academics/2019-20ExtempV2.pdf


Simple speech outline

I. Introduction
A. Attention getting device
B. Link to topic
C. Topic Question
D. Preview of 3 points 

II. Body
A. Main idea #1

1. Transition
2. Source Citation
3. Explain relation to topic

B. Main idea #2*
C. Main idea #3*

III. Conclusion
A. Restate topic
B. Review 3 points
C. Relate back to Attention getting device 14

***Main idea 2 & 3 follow the same pattern as 
main idea #1

Shameless plug come to my advanced extemp 
session if you want to learn more about advanced 
structure if this makes sense =) 



Managing Prep Time

▰ Before tournament-- file daily and watch news
▰ 0-2-- pick best topic you can
▰ 2-10-- minutes read about topic from articles
▰ 10-20 minutes create outline and prepare speech based on reading

▻ Do the body first
▻ Don’t focus on length at first-- focus on content and organization

▰ 20-30 minutes stand up and practice speech
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Delivering the 
speech



Presentation tricks

▰ Be confident
▰ Be on best behavior
▰ Practice in the prep room & in the hall if there’s 

a speaker before you. 
▰ Memorize 2 things before you leave the prep 

room 
▻ First Sentence
▻ Last sentence
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Presentation don’t

▰   I think
▰   I believe
▰   I’m done now
▰   Our files didn’t have anything on this
▰   Sorry, I’m really nervous
▰   This is my first time doing this event
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Filing/Practice Tips



Where to get files? 

▰ Daily Papers
▻ New York Times
▻ Dallas Morning News
▻ Christian Science Monitor

▰ Magazines
▻ Economist
▻ The Week

▰ Journals 
▰ Think tanks

▻ CATO
▻ Council on Foreign Relations
▻ Brookings Institution 20



How to file

▰ Listen to a daily news podcast
▰ File everyday-- set aside time
▰ Make it a team event
▰ Create list to keep up with hot topics
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Types of system

Paper

Print/clip articles from sources

Put file boxes/tubs

Digital

Free resources 

Dropbox/Google drive (save as 
PDFs) 

Prepd

Extemp Genie 
https://www.uiltexas.org/files/academics/Hickey_ele
ctronic_filing_systems.pdf
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